
Background
• This is my last SOFAC presentation as NC State faculty. I’ve technically been 

retired for the last two years, but hired back as half-time. My 3 year half-time 
stint ends next July 1. 

• I will continue working with Justin, David, Jesse, and Ray till next summer, so 
I may have something to offer at the next meeting.
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Outline

• Background
• SRTS Model 

– My Objective
– Brief Model Description

• The goal program module and “harvest misses”
• A retrospective look at topics we’ve addressed with SRTS

– The recession, “wall of wood”, timber famine
– Pellets/Bioenergy “biomass mode”
– Hurricanes
– Carbon

• My use of batch mode, SRTS assistant, and scenario comparisons
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The Modeling Gap I was Trying to Address

• I was fortunate to be part of designing processes within the national RPA 
models that recognized some of the diversity in forest management and 
markets across the South (Fourth Forest Study), but:

• I knew from experience that SE GA was different from SW GA, and that SW 
GA was different from north Florida (and the GA piedmont).

• I also didn’t think that we could ever do a good job predicting medium to 
long-term demand.

• I did think that given FIA had detailed growth and removal data by forest type 
and age class, we should be able to get the inventory trend at least 
directionally correct for a decade or so.

• I saw the south as a market driven forest economy, where we could take 
advantage of our richer FIA data to project medium run supply at a “local” 
scale.
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My Modeling Objective
• My goal was to develop a tool for strategic planning by the states and 

industry that would allow private land managers to explore the impact of 
different demand points of view on an up-to-date detailed timber supply 
database; by owner-type, forest-type and physiographic region.

• I did not want the model to be a black box, econ 101 applied to detailed 
biological data. Of course Econ 101 and FIA data can be black boxes. But 
using the model should be an opportunity to understand both the data and 
the results better, not just “trust the model”.

• Not so much to forecast future markets, but to understand 1) the underlying 
forest structure, 2) its implications for the next 20 year of supply, and 3) how 
sensitive future market outcomes are to various demand scenarios.

• Success would be measured by its status as an information source in the 
decision space of forest industry wood consumers and private forest 
landowners.
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– Ray Sheffield and I spent a lot of time 

translating plot data into SRTS input.
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How the Model Works
Misses from the Goal Program
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I often manipulate the weights in the code or redefine products to either 
minimize misses or to favor/penalize certain products. Working with David 
this year to streamline modifying the goal program and add user friendly 
flexibility.
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So does having harvest misses means there’s a ”timber 
shortage”? Not necessarily, it just means that as the 
inventory evolves over time, it is not possible to get the 
exact combination of products that comes out of the 
market equilibrium routine given the product definitions 
and upper and lower bounds by “region,mtype, owner, 
age class” bucket. 

Easy example is hardwood pulpwood which may be be 
defined as 35% cull from hardwood sawtimber. If you ask 
for a lot of HPW but not much HST, you’ll get misses.

But remember there is a “dynamic” cull factor option.



How the Model Works
Misses from the Goal Program

.hvmisspct file has this info
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Interface
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Fun Fact
Tree was drawn by 
Dave Wear’s son

At this point, SRTS was a growing stock model. 
Goal 1 was to implement multiple products with a 
goal program. Goal 5 was endogenous LU Change

Note: the “R” is silent, 
SFRAC didn’t sound right.

No research staff until we hired Jesse in 2014, depended on faculty time and funding grad students



SRTS Applications 

•2009 Recession -  Wall of Wood vs Timber Famine
•Pellets/Bioenergy “biomass mode”
•Hurricanes
•Carbon*
•Most common requests

– Where to locate new capacity
– Impact of neighboring new capacity
– Hurricane impact on future supply 
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Timber Famine Meets Wall of Wood:
The Plot:  First,  plant  a lot of trees, then stop planting trees. Next, 

have a big housing recession when all those trees we planted reach 
sawtimber size, then start using biomass when the trees we didn’t 

plant reach pulpwood size.

Bob AbtKaren Abt

Ray Sheffield Mac Lupold
SOFAC 8/08/2012 15



Two Classic Themes

□ “Timber Famine”
■ Term associated with old USFS timber 

gap assessments that always showed 
future demand > future supply

■ And lack of planting after 1985 peak
□ “Wall of Wood”

■ Associated with historic increases in 
planting in the South

■ Hugo effect in South Carolina
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Tree Planting in the 
South
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wall

famine



Baseline High Demand Trends
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Southwide

Pine Pulpwood
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Pine 
Sawtimber

WoW 20+% Inv Inc
Recession had little impact 
on accumulated inventory.

No Recession

Recession 
w/BAU dem 
recovery



PELLET CARBON IMPACTS
SRTS
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At the Beginning of the Pellet Discussions:

• USIPA (Industrial Pellet Association) Claimed
– Pellets would only be offsetting demand from a declining pulp 

industry
– Pellets would be using only harvest residues
– Pellet mills could never compete with pulp and paper due to low 

profit margins
• Most pellet mills had 100% offtake commitments to purchase their 

pellet production when they opened. The pellet mills weren’t 
competing with pulpmills for pulpwood. DRAX was competing in the 
pulp market for biomass.

• We built a harvest residue demand offset function into SRTS based 
on the early statements, but turns out we seldom used it since their 
procurement was mostly pulpwood. Both pulp mills and pellet mills 
used dirty chips for energy.
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At the Beginning of the Pellet Discussions:

• US pulp industry was declining mainly due to loss of 
hardwood pulping capacity outside the South. Southern 
pine pulp capacity was at all time highs.

• SRTS runs showed that expected pellet consumption 
would have a price impact. Which could be a good thing 
in terms of indirect LU change, especially with low PST 
prices.
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Small Proportion but Changes Trend 

8/9/2022 Abt, Baker Pellets and Carbon in the US 
South 24

TPO 
MCF

Energy 
consumption of 
pine pulpwood is 
only about 15% of 
total, but it is the 
marginal 15% on 
top of the highest 
pine pulpwood 
consumption ever.



Forest Carbon Bioenergy
Jesse’s Latest Runs

w/new LU model
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Hurricane Michael Inventory Change Combined Region Based on Ray’s 
Hugo Hurricane Analysis and State Summaries

11/11/2020 RMS 26

Note 40+% initial INV loss

Jesse has moved the hurricane modeling 
to a much more sophisticated level. Near 
real time assessment using remote 
sensed data is one goal.



HOW WE RUN SRTS THESE DAYS
Bob, David, Jesse
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Running SRTS in Batch Mode

• Recall that Jesse developed the Research Assistant to simplify building .dat 
and .ini files. 

• As you will see in Jesse’s and David’s presentations, you can easily explore 
sets of assumptions simultaneously with fewer errors and can compile 
results to look at output changes across scenarios.

• We each use a slightly different process, but I think this is headed to less 
dependence on the interface for single basin runs.

• Karen and I have a contract to do a deep dive on carbon impacts from 
increased pulpwood demand in the AR/LA area.

• They specifically asked for a monte-carlo assessment of the range of 
solutions and key drivers.

• I’ll emphasize our process and describe some of the preliminary results.
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My Batch Process

• For a single basin we want to explore forest carbon impacts. In phase 1, we 
are focusing on the impact of 3 variables on projected forest carbon. This 
gives us a set of 8 “core” runs.
– Presence or absence of mill demand (BS/ML)
– High or low PST demand (which affects mill residue PPW offsets, Hi/Lo)
– Endogenous LU or no change in forest area (LU/NL)

• In Phase 2 we are doing a comprehensive monte-carlo analysis to explore 
the impact of most of the model assumptions, including
– Elasticities (all of them)
– SSP choice
– PST Feedback %
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Phase 1  8 runs
All .dat and .ini parameters in this .csv file
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Sorry, wasn’t willing to risk opening excel “live”



Using my version of Res Asst – 
instantly creates all the .dat and .ini files
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Phase 1  8 runs
All .dat and .ini parameters in this .csv file
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Sorry, wasn’t willing to risk opening excel “live”

This is your 
batch file 
to make 
the 8 runs



Key Result 
In this basin, PST dominates PPW, so PST residue 

feedback to PPW essentially drives PPW  to near zero
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MCF 
Demand



Key Result 
In this basin, PST dominates PPW, so PST residue 

feedback to PPW essentially drives PPW  to near zero
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Forest carbon



MONTE CARLO
Phase 2
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Same idea as before, but 1000 runs with 
random draws on many variables. The only 
time I used the SRTS interface was to call up 
the 1000 line batch file and watch the run 
numbers go by.



Using Regression to Interpret MC Resutls
Working with David on This
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Conclusions

• There are currently 3 active SRTS programmers (me, David, Jesse).
• It makes a huge difference in individual and group productivity to have a 

team focused on a model that needs some work to reach it’s potential. 
• Questions, processes, and discussion of topic/methods is at an all time high.
• Justin, David, and Jesse are creating momentum across a wide spectrum of 

topics and modeling approaches.
• I’m learning a lot and enjoying myself
• I’m excited about the future of SOFAC and SRTS

• Thanks for your support 
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